Abstract. A new paradigm for concrete Plancherel analysis on homogeneous spaces is established wherein the distinction between nite and in nite multiplicity is de-emphasized. A uni ed treatment|incorporating the Penney-Fujiwara formulation for nite multiplicity and the Bonnet formulation for in nite multiplicity|is presented. The heretofore unrecognized similarities in the two theories are uncovered and emphasized. The uni ed theory is illustrated with explicit computations of the Plancherel formula for a certain class of homogeneous spaces of semidirect product groups.
Introduction
Let G be a Lie group, H G a closed subgroup, and = G;H = Ind G H 1 the quasi-regular representation. Suppose is type I. Then there is a unique direct integral decomposition
That assertion is what is usually referred to as the \abstract Plancherel Theorem" for the homogeneous space G=H. By concrete Plancherel theory, we mean a more speci c analytic formula that provides detailed information not only on the multiplicity function n and the Plancherel measure , but also on an intertwining operator that e ects the direct integral decomposition. The pursuit of such a formula has been carried out in two mutually exclusive cases according as n is nite or in nite -a.e. The former pursuit has been under the rubric of the Penney-Fujiwara Plancherel formula (PFPF) Our approach here is that they should be viewed in a uni ed way, that the PFPF is just a special case of the BPF in the lucky happenstance of nite multiplicity, and that the distinction between the two cases is not really a matter of Plancherel theory but of orbital constructs or of other invariants associated to the homogeneous space G=H.
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Suppose now that G is the connected component of a (real) algebraic group, and H is an algebraic subgroup. Then compelling evidence is presented in 17] for the likelihood that there are only three possibilities for the multiplicity function:
(1.2i) n is nite and bounded ( -a.e.) (1.2ii) n is nite, but unbounded ( -a.e.) (1.2iii) n is in nite ( -a.e.).
In 17] it is conjectured that (1.2i) is equivalent to either:
(1.3i) the algebra D(G=H) of invariant di erential operators on G=H is abelian; or (1.3ii) (The Orbit Condition) generically on h ? = f' 2 g : '(h) = 0g, the H-orbits on the intersection of a G-orbit with h ? are open.
In case (1.2i), one utilizes the PFPF to express the Plancherel theory in a distributiontheoretic setting. In (1.2iii), the BPF establishes a setting involving nuclear operators. That they are two sides of the same coin is already evident from the nilpotent case 8].
In the nilpotent arena, case (1.2ii) does not occur. In general, the second case does occur and, although the PFPF is the governing mechanism, no useful orbital constructs will be available if the conjecture in 17] is valid. Thus, the existence or non-existence of orbital constructs in the Plancherel theory of G=H may be related to the nature of the multiplicity function, but it does not really measure whether the PFPF or BPF scenario should be paramount. This suggests that we shouldn't emphasize the di erence between the two Plancherel theories, but rather concentrate on their similarities. In this paper we do exactly that: philosophically in this section; theoretically in x2, where we present some general results; and concretely in later sections, where we specialize to a speci c type of homogeneous space (in which, incidentally, situation (1.2ii) also does not occur).
The category we consider is Strichartz homogeneous spaces|meaning G = V o R, a semidirect product of a real algebraic group R by a normal vector subgroup V , H = U o S of the same type with S R; U V |and in this work, we assume: for generic 2 U ? = f 2V : (U) = 1g, the stability group R is trivial. This has the e ect of forcing the generic representations in the spectrum of to be monomial. Hence the results of 14], 15] can be brought to bear. (Note that the case of primary interest is that of R reductive, but we don't need to make that assumption to obtain our results.) In x3 we present general information on such spaces. In xx4 and 5 we examine the nite and in nite multiplicity cases, respectively. Finally in x6, we give some indication of other categories of homogeneous spaces for which we believe this approach to a uni ed Plancherel theory could pro tably be pursued.
The main results of the paper are Theorems 4.1 and 5.1|the PFPF and BPF for the Strichartz homogeneous spaces introduced above (in the nite and in nite multiplicity cases respectively)|and the collection of important Remarks 2.3 that uni es the two types of Plancherel theories.
The Unified Approach
We begin with statements of the PFPF and BPF. The context is always that = G;H is a type I representation, resulting in a well-determined Plancherel decomposition (1.1).
To insure that 3] is valid, we shall also assume in this paper that G is unimodular.
We We now make a series of key remarks and observations intended to bind together the two theorems.
Critical Remarks 2.3.
(1) As indicated earlier, we assume G is unimodular; but there is no need to require unimodularity for H in 3]. Right Haar measure on H is still a positive distribution on G and Bonnet's theory applies. By uniqueness, we may take U = V . In summary, the multiplicity n is the rank of U ;
and in that case, the Penney distributions j form a basis of distributions in the image of U , and U is de ned as in (2.3). Momentarily, we shall see how to go the other way, i.e. recover the j from U . are surjective.
(5) The operator U being positive means that hv; U vi 0; 8v 2 H 1 . This is completely evident in the case of nite multiplicity from (2.3). In in nite multiplicity, the requisite positivity is sometimes helpful in seeing how to construct the nuclear operators (as e.g. in Remark (3) above).
(6) Now suppose we are in the nite multiplicity situation and we \know" the Bonnet operators U . Then we can ask: how do we recover the Penney distributions j from the nuclear operators U ? First, we observe that ker U = \ v2H 1 ker U v. In fact, if w is a vector in the intersection, then hw; U vi = 0; 8v ) conjhv; U wi = 0; 8v ) w 2 ker U . Conversely, if U w = 0, then hv; U wi = conjhw; U vi = 0; 8v ) w is in the intersection. Hence U de nes a positive-de nite sesquilinear form on the nite-dimensional space H 1 =W ; W = ker U . Clearly, if we choose a collection of vectors v j that diagonalize the form, and set j = U v j , then that will serve as the desired collection. It is unique up to a unitary change of variables in the nite-dimensional vector space.
(7) Now the mapping ! H , ! f (!)U g 2Ĝ is indeed an intertwining operator e ecting the direct integral decomposition (1.1)|provided it's interpreted properly. First, we observe that the map is well-de ned. If ! H = 0, then it is an easy exercise to see that if we replace ! by ! ? !, the vanishing condition ! H = 0 is preserved. But the resulting positivity and the Plancherel formula (2.2) (or (2.1)) show then that (!)U must be zero -a.e. Next, select a basis f j g 1 j n associated to U as in (6) . Of course, in the nite multiplicity Henceforth, we assume that our Lie group G is of the form G = V o R, where V is a normal vector subgroup. Although the primary case of interest is when R is reductive, we shall not need to make that assumption in what follows. However, we will assume G is unimodular. Note that we write the normal subgroup on the left so that R is acting on it from the right. In fact, all of our group actions will be written on the right so that we can use the environment established in 11]. Let H = U o S be a closed subgroup of G of the same form, with U V; S R. We shall assume all groups are algebraic, although in truth, it is really enough to assume that G is type I and U ? =S is countably separated, U ? = f 2V : (U) = 1g. We further assume that generically on U ? , the stability group R is trivial. We x choices of right Haar measure dr; ds; du; dv. Since the groups U; V; G are unimodular, the rst two choices are completely canonical. Comments are in order on the last, and on the choice of q H;G . A homogeneous space of the form UnUS actually has a relatively invariant measure because the positive character U = US = U = U S S;U = 1= S S;U is trivial on U. It extends from U to a positive character on all of US, and there are two natural ways to do that: set q U;US 1 or set q U;US (us) = (s) ? Therefore, q(s) ?1 d _ s = ds regardless of the choice of . Finally, we comment on the choice of q H;G . We have G = 1, so R R;V 1. We x a choice of q S;R . Next we observe that on S we have S;U = R;V = ?1 S;UnV = S;U ? by duality.
But since H = G = ( S = R ) S;U ? (again on S), we see that having xed a choice of q S;R , a choice of q H;G is the same as a choice of an extension of S;U ? to R. Regardless of these choices we have the following important Lemma 3.1. On the group S, we have the equalities We shall use this realization in the sequel.
Finite Multiplicity: The Penney-Fujiwara Plancherel Formula
We assume in this section that the multiplicity function n is nite. This is close, but not the nal Plancherel formula|because we have not accounted for duplication. Namely, we have to take into account that points in U ? from distinct Sorbits may lie in the same R-orbit. So select a Borel cross-section C for the action of R in U ? =S. Then for 2 C , the set R \ U ? has exactly n distinct S-orbits. Suppose 0 = r 0 lies in a di erent S-orbit from . We need to compute how the distribution 0 transfers over to the space of . Well it is easy to see that the unitary transformation T 0 : f(r) ! f(r 0 r) R (r 0 ) 1=2 on L 2 (R; dr) converts the action of into that of 0 . Therefore, to obtain the distribution on L 2 (R; dr) that is semiinvariant for the action of 0 rather than , we only need form (1) The distribution integrals in the de nition (4.1) (or in (4.2)) of are certainly convergent for f 2 D(R). Moreover, we have D(R) L 2 (R; dr) 1 . I know of no instance where the distribution integrals do not converge on the whole space of C 1 vectors|but it may be very di cult to prove that, and the proof will likely depend on the nature of the group S. (2) Whether the distribution integrals converge on all of L 2 (R; dr) 1 or not, there is always a unique extension of j from D(R) to L 2 (R; dr) 1 so that formula (4.3)
is valid (see 14,Remark 4.2]). As indicated in (1), one expects the extension to be given by the same integral formula (4.2), but there is no a priori reason why it must be so.
Infinite Multiplicity: The Bonnet Plancherel Formula
We assume in this section that the multiplicity function n is identically in nite. That is, for every 2 U ? , every S-orbit on R\U ? has lower dimension than that of R\U ? . Next we make use of the classical computation of the kernel of an induced representation. This is done in many places, but for our purposes, the most convenient realization is that of 11,Thm. Looking back on the computations in the last two sections, I wish to emphasize the similarities|not the di erences. Indeed, the modular group theory, the abelian Fourier analysis, the measure-theoretic disintegrations|these are largely the same. The key difference is that in section four, the ber of the map (U ? =S ! U ? R)=R is presumed nite, whereas in section ve, it is not. In the former case, we can realize the concrete Plancherel formula via the distributions , while in the latter we must employ the nuclear operators U . But the former is just a very special case of the latter, and|as the main emphasis of the paper has been trying to drive home|these are just two sides of the same coin.
The category considered here|i.e. Strichartz homogeneous spaces with generically trivial stabilizers|is interesting, but it also should be viewed as illustrative. There are many other categories of homogeneous space where, depending on some geometric or measuretheoretic invariant, the quasi-regular representation can take either a nite or in nite multiplicity form. In any instance where we know the concrete Plancherel theory in the nite multiplicity case, we should be able|using this paper as a guide|to also derive the concrete Plancherel theory in the in nite multiplicity case. Fujiwara made precisely that transition for nilpotent homogeneous spaces in progressing from 5] to 8]. Here is a roster of several other natural candidates for a similar treatment. I hope to return to one or more of these at a future time. 
